SOLUTION BRIEF

Remediation that
eliminates vulnerabilities
Overview
At Vulcan, we envision a world in which vulnerabilities
are fixed and eliminated rather than simply managed.
We want our customers to be safe in the face of
attacks because they were able to proactively
preempt attacks before they ever had a chance.
To make this vision a reality, our vulnerability
remediation orchestration and security analytics
platform has been built from the ground up to deliver
a very simple but powerful value proposition:
Get fix done.

Vulcan remediation orchestration and analytics
is based on three pillars:
Prioritize. Using advanced security analytics,
Vulcan prioritizes vulnerabilities based on the
severity of risk in your unique environment, as
well as your ability to fix them.
Remedy. Vulcan curated remediation
intelligence matches the right remedies to
prioritized vulnerabilities, giving IT security
teams ready-to-use solutions rather than
to-do lists.
Automate. Remediation playbooks and
orchestration campaigns automate the entire
fixing process, including remediation and
mitigation actions, verification, and reporting
all of which make it easier to monitor the
remediation lifecycle.
This solution brief focuses on the Vulcan
prioritization engine at the core of the
“prioritize” value delivered through the Vulcan
remediation orchestration platform.

Risk-based prioritization
CHALLENGE
With more than 20,000 new vulnerabilities
reported each year, IT security teams are
overwhelmed by the sheer volume of vulnerability
instances in their environment at any given point
in time. A chronic backlog of vulnerabilities and
endless to-do lists make it virtually impossible to
close cybersecurity gaps and stay ahead of the
bad actors.

SOLUTION
Vulcan integrates with your existing vulnerability
scanners, asset repositories, and threat intelligence
feeds, ingesting and enriching data to provide
contextual risk-based vulnerability prioritization.
Vulcan integrates seamlessly with dozens of
best-of-breed cybersecurity and IT operations
tools to populate the Vulcan prioritization engine.
There, the ingested scan data is enriched with:
Internal business data from asset management
and configuration management systems, risk
governance data, and more

All of this data is analyzed by proprietary
Vulcan prioritization algorithms to produce a
risk assessment score that reflects the severity
and the fixability of the vulnerability for the
specific organization. In particular, Vulcan detects
vulnerable external-facing, internet-connected
assets that should be fixed as a top-priority. Users
can also add custom risk parameters to the Vulcan
algorithms in order to achieve prioritization that is
even more contextualized per the organization’s
risk appetite.

BENEFIT
With the Vulcan prioritization engine, you
know that your vulnerability remediation
campaigns are fixing the vulnerabilities that
present the highest risk to your organization.
Together with Vulcan remediation intelligence
and automation capabilities, you significantly
strengthen your security posture while
reducing costs and freeing up resources for
other business-critical tasks.

External threat intelligence and risk
assessment sources, including data on whether
the vulnerability is exploitable, is being used
in a hacking campaign, is part of a malware
package, and so on. Vulcan analyzes these
attributes to contribute to a vulnerability risk
score, pinpointing vulnerabilities that can be
remotely exploited without authentication,
for example.
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Use case
Although enterprises vary dramatically in size,
scope, IT requirements, vulnerability exposure,
and so on, this use case is based on a hypothetical
enterprise that meets the following description:
The enterprise manages ~50,000 assets, of which
40,000 are servers (hosts, web servers, etc.) and
10,000 are endpoints (desktops, laptops, etc.). It
has 20 code repositories under management as
well as 20 public-facing websites.
The enterprise encounters 1,000 new
vulnerability instances1 per week.
The average fully loaded FTE cost for a security
engineer is ~$140,000/year.
The enterprise spends 413 hours/week (i.e., 10.3
FTEs) on vulnerability detection and remediation.
It takes this enterprise an average of six months
to patch 90% of endpoints against vulnerabilities
in 12 enterprise applications.
It takes more than nine months for 90% of the
enterprise server population to be patched,
and, on average, its server applications remain
vulnerable for 7.5 months 2 .

The enterprise’s cybersecurity team initially uses
CVSS scores to differentiate between low- and
high-level vulnerability alerts; they then use threat
intelligence to further analyze and prioritize the
new vulnerabilities. Typically, this prioritization
process identifies ~15% of the new vulnerabilities
as critical and requiring immediate remediation.
The Vulcan prioritization engine, on the other
hand, automatically enriches CVSS scores with
the organization’s internal business data from
asset inventories and CMDBs, as well as with
threat intelligence gathered from external
sources. As a result, Vulcan can typically pinpoint
automatically the ~2% of new vulnerabilities that
are critical to the enterprise and therefore require
immediate remediation.
Optimizing vulnerability prioritization, therefore,
has two quantifiable benefits: automation of the
largely manual prioritization process and fewer
critical vulnerabilities to remediate. Automated
prioritization saves 90% of the cost of one fulltime employee, or just under $126,000 per year.
In addition, having fewer critical vulnerabilities
to remediate saves about 85% of the cost of
3.4 FTEs, or $404,600 per year. Together, these
benefits represent an annual savings of $530,600
for the average enterprise organization.

APPSEC

Integrations
This could be a simple list of all the
vendors or data sources that we integrate
with, specific to risk-based prioritization,
or it could be the vendor logos or icons
for things like CSV file import.
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1.

A vulnerability instance is the occurrence of a vulnerability in the environment. If the same
vulnerability appears on two servers, it would be counted as two vulnerability instances.

2.

Based on a 2019 Symantec study across thousands of enterprise organizations.
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About Vulcan

Get fix done.

The powerful Vulcan remediation orchestration
and security analytics platform hands teams the
exact priorities, remedies, and automation they
need to get fix done. Unlike typical vulnerability
management tools that simply give you an
endless to-fix list, Vulcan prioritizes based
on both severity and fixability, hands you the
ideal remedy for the job, then orchestrates
and automates the entire fixing process. That’s
why industry leaders like Snowflake, Clarivate,
Informatica, and Blue Cross Blue Shield already
use Vulcan to fix more vulnerabilities while
spending 85% less time doing so.

Starting today by using Vulcan Remedy Cloud
or by requesting access to Vulcan Free. If you’d
like more information before diving in we’d be
happy to provide a custom demo for your team.
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